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1 Introduction

1.1 The Challenges Facing Broadband and Cyber Networks

This research is pertinent to recent 21st cybersecurity challenges and the FCC broadband plans to
gather data-driven information on how the public safety community can best utilize broadband tech-
nologies towards preparation, response, and recovery from major disasters, pandemics, acts of terrorism,
and cyber attack. This includes challenges of broadband and cyber security for the FCC, Cyber Coor-
dination Executive, National Cyber Study Group (NCSG), Director of National Intelligence (DNI), and
Comprehensive Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI). The acceleration of high speed broadband networks
using wireless, Wi-Fi, and emerging WiMAX and their interconnection to cyber infrastructures present
many critical challenges. It is vital that in the proposed Broadband plan being presented to Congress
by the FCC that continuous research and study of the impact of relevant issues are discussed. These
include the challenges of high speed data transmission at high frequencies and speeds in the Gigabits
range that transfer eventually terabytes of data across multiple interfaces to wireless and fiber networks
that interconnect to the global Internet. In the midst of the emerging challenges for 21st century US
Cyber Security, broadband data transmission and its intersection critical US infrastructures present many
issues that require detailed on-going research. This includes broadband distribution, access controls,
security, monitoring, intrusion detection and prevention, response and forensic evidence for traceabil-
ity, sustainability of effective use and management. Among the many challenges ensuring responsible
broadband use, distribution and management is monitoring astute interceptions of high-speed traffic at
various segments of the broadband infrastructures that interface with US cyber and global networks that
transmit high-speed data in real time. The challenges here include identification of legitimate traffic,
understanding the levels of appropriate thresholds for traffic on broadband networks, and ensuring effec-
tive cryptographic key management, ciphers and algorithms are adaptable to handle astute interceptions,
evasions and insertions. Additional challenges include congested networks and packets in backbones of
cyber networks due to the rapid increase in the number of users, types of services, multi-functional ap-
plications, and meta data aggregation servers in regional and global data centers. Furthermore, coupled
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with the increasing trends of parsing, loading and transforming government, corporate, public and private
data at high speeds between laptops, PDUs and Data Centers, the interception of high speed packets can
easily evade detection and appropriate response in real-time.

1.2 Emerging Challenges for Broadband and Cyber Security

While availability and rapid dissemination of high-speed digital networks has been a major focus of
consumers and other advocates, the lessons of attacks on cyber networks, and over 5,000 categories and
subcategories of attacks should cause 21-century policy makers prioritize on effective broadband traf-
fic distribution and security. Security software and hardware have increasing vulnerabilities due to the
lack of strategic design for adaptable performance for threat mitigation and ineffective anti-hacking code
security standards. Coupled with the multi-functionality, security applications and lack intelligent data
mining to detect and respond to astute hackers who operate in stealth mode using broadband networks
to penetrate Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), dedicated global backbones and cyber infrastructures.
The major challenges for broadband use, distribution, dissemination and integration with emerging cy-
ber infrastructures include the vulnerabilities in software, hardware, operation systems, applications,
databases, routers, firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS),
Intrusion Response Systems (IRS), log aggregation mechanisms, event correlation, parsing and correlat-
ing rules, rule induction, hybrid algorithms, intelligent data mining, forensic evidence data acquisition
and analysis of broadband high speed data. The attacks are well beyond Distributed Denial of Ser-
vice (DDOS), buffer overflows, cross-site scripting or cross-reference scripting in application security
for broadband traffic. Specially designed attacks using embedded stealth software and malware, and
crafted by rogue interceptions of broadband signals crossing backbones of cyber traffic has challenged
and evaded many Internet Service Providers (ISP). Additional challenges facing broadband traffic in-
cludes the emerging trends in data aggregation, using security event and incident management software
and Meta or Master Data Management (MDM) at regional, national and global centers. This implies that
very sensitive data are transmitted at high speeds into centralized storage. There are several problems
posed by such trends. Since broadband traffic is traveling at high speeds, real-time the detection and re-
sponse to attacks versus false positives, or normal traffic versus abnormal traffic can be ineffective. This
implies that increasing reliance on automated software, which largely depend on rudimentary rules rather
than hybrid adaptable algorithms, make the task of broadband traffic management both inefficient and
ineffective. Furthermore, increasing challenges include ”man-in-the-middle” interceptions at interfaces
of broadband traffic across wireless, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, and autonomous backbones that interface with se-
cured interfaces. Even passphrases of 128 characters, and encrypted data can be readily decrypted using
forensic tools using astute techniques.

1.3 Current Approaches and Their Problems

Current methods for detecting broadband attacks and malicious activities lack effective collaborative
responses [3, 15, 32, 28], due partly to increase in volumes of normal traffic [15, 32, 36]. This includes
exponential increase in packet rates from astute attacks on fast broadband networks, VPNs and Internet
and autonomous backbones [8, 27, 32, 34, 37].

2 New Intelligent Strategies for 21st Century Broadband and Cyber Security

Intelligent and strategically new approaches are required to meet the rapidly emerging challenges and
threats for broadband technology, traffic, networks and cyber security in the 21st century. The multi-
functional features in emerging software and hardware designed for broadband users, also offer the ca-



pability for astute users to utilize these functions to spy, evade detection, engineer stealth attacks and
even prevent traceability in real-time. Most of the real-time event analyzers are incapable of tracking as-
tute real-time attacks due to increasingly aggregated data without effective hybrid algorithms consisting
of adaptable pattern recognition and matching for handling astute event anomalies. Thus in broadband
speeds, short-term attacks of insertions and intermittent stealth evasions are readily concealed, since the
gigabytes of exchanged traffic at high speeds are aggregated to terabytes stored data, lacking effective
hybrid data mining techniques to filter out feature attributes for responding to astute broadband threats
in real-time. This implies strategic intelligent algorithms, for access controls, dissemination, adaptabil-
ity and rapid response to broadband cyber threats and counterintelligence. Research indicates that the
amount of traffic exceeds terabytes per second at many ISPs, data centers, corporate and public networks
that use broadband via wireless, Wi-Fi, or fiber networks to interconnect to their local, regional, national
and global networks. Furthermore, the transmission of broadband traffic over secured WiMAX, present
challenges of internal traffic security. Astute hackers evade access control systems using patterns of in-
frequent attacks to conceal penetration into centralized data at traffic speeds of Gigabits/second. At such
speeds an IDS, IPS, IRS, Security and Event Management Systems, Log Aggregation and Correlation
Systems, are vulnerable to false positives and false negatives.

1. Effective detection and monitoring techniques for US Cyber transfers of highly sensitive
data: First, embedded monitoring and filtering detection mechanisms, techniques, countermea-
sures and counter-intelligence strategies against evasive interception of highly sensitive data, con-
sisting of private, confidential and personally identifiable information for customers, consumers
and products at intermediary points of US Cyber critical infrastructures.

2. Specification of new privacy and controls for secure data transmission: Secondly, specification
of new privacy definitions and control requirements in categories, subcategories and attribute types
for secure transmission against interception of highly sensitive data and to ensure that information
flow of highly sensitive data in complex systems comply with newly derived security and privacy
policies and procedures.

3. Validation and verification techniques for effective privacy controls for secure data trans-
mission: Thirdly, techniques for validation and verification of effective implementation of these
privacy specification controls based on new monitoring techniques for enforcement of security
and privacy controls transparency, auditability, traceability accountability and traceability and cy-
ber forensics and breaches assessments and notifications and preventions in critical infrastructures,
applications and databases.

These implies the design of new security control mechanisms that specifies new security, privacy
includes new terms, need-to-validate” and need to-verify adequate effective controls and validation evi-
dence for security and privacy of highly sensitive data across broadband and cyber critical infrastructures.

2.1 Intellectual Merits

The intellectual merit of the research includes contributions to research and development of effec-
tive solutions to the major emerging and rapidly increasing problems of intelligent broadband and cyber
attacks, most of which evade detection in complex infrastructures carrying data-intensive applications.
This research will enhance understanding, analysis and effective design of complex infrastructures op-
erating in the context of cyber security and protection design. Effective approaches for secure trans-
mission of highly sensitive data, carrying private, confidential and personally identifiable and customer



and product class. This includes privacy controls and trustworthy transaction processing, security pol-
icy specification, discovery, and implementation, and generation of automatic of security configurations
and responses from abstract security policies and control specifications for international data transfer
controls implementation, and detection and responses to counter measures against interception of highly
sensitive data, carrying private, confidential and personally identifiable and customer and product class
information at intermediary points. This includes effective cybersecurity and protection design, and in-
telligent strategies for complex network infrastructures that transfer very sensitive personally identifiable
information.

2.2 Broader Impacts

The broader impacts resulting from the research include effective 21st century solutions for US broad-
band and cyber security, FCC regulations, DHS, DNI, DOD,DARPA, IARPA, DHSARPA, etc. This
involves effective solutions to the challenging and rapidly increasing problems of evasive and intelli-
gent cyber attacks that face cyber security and protection design, complex network infrastructures which
carry data-intensive applications across the Internet. Furthermore, the broader merit of the research re-
sults will be efficient, resilient, robust, scalable, adaptable, accurate and provide effective intelligent
counter-attack solutions, involving both real-time responses and off-line for forensic analysis for cur-
rent and future research on the design and effective implementation of broadband and complex network
infrastructure security and data-intensive applications across the internet. This includes discovery, under-
standing teaching, training and learning and broadens participation of underrepresented groups including
various gender, ethnicity and geographic regions. Benefits to Society includes solutions of the major
problems of cybersecurity, cyber-crime, counter-terrorism, identity theft, US Cyber data transfer of data
on the Internet, industrial data and applications and education. This includes Partnership with academic
scientists, staff at federal agencies and with the private sector on both technological and scientific na-
tional projects and interpretation of research and education results in formats understandable and useful
for non-scientists and provide information for policy makers and formulation by International, federal,
State and local agencies on regulations on Internet security, cyber crime and countermeasures.

3 Analysis of Previous Work

The approach for solving the problem of benign and suspect network traffic [10] has focused on attacks
at the perimeter of the network, which is the boundary between the external routers and the Demilita-
rized zones (DMZ). The DMZ consists of hosts, which provide various services designed for public
access (hosts from external network). The DMZ is separated from the internal network via firewalls
and security controls in order to restrict public access to the internal network. These perimeters receive
significant attacks of Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks, including DDOS passwords attacks,
DDOS brute force and malware, and astute attacks. These are aimed at bypassing firewalls, IDSs and
VPN interface routers and gateways to internal VPN servers in order to access highly sensitive data. At-
tacks and interception and eavesdropping of highly sensitive data occur at perimeters and also at internal
interfaces to US Cyber routers, and backbones of external networks and the Internet.

3.1 Limitations of Detection Systems, Tools and Techniques

Major problems in various IDSs and intrusion detection tools include generating false positives and
false negatives, accumulating benign traffic and low detection accuracies, especially in broadband net-
work infrastructures environments. Moreover, IDSs are vulnerabilities to hackers and inefficient in their
handling of benign traffic and responses to attacks [20, 37, 45]. In addition, various IDSs, using largely



signature detection mechanisms, face the problems of accurate detection in real-time and presenting ap-
propriate responses for containment and mitigation of broadband network infrastructure attacks. For
example, IDSs which handle large data sizes, ranging between several Megabits to several Gigabytes per
second, also drop packets and decrease in detection accuracy as packet rate increase [20]. This includes
network IDSs such as Intrushield IDS [32, 32], Realsecure [30], NetRanger [4], Blackice [29], snort
[39], Bro [34] and NFR [33, 38], Graph-based IDS (GR-IDS) [43], NetSTAT [48], Quicksand [23, 24]
and SPARTA [23].

3.2 Distinguishing between malicious and random benign broadband traffic

Other IDS tools are incapable of clearly distinguishing between malicious connections and random but
normal variations in broadband traffic patterns. Thus, they are subject to significant false positives and
false negatives. This includes host IDSs such as DIDS (Distributed IDS) [41], Intrusion Detection Agent
(IDA) [1], SWATCH [12], COAST [25] and USTAT [19]. Furthermore, detection systems that aim to
respond to alerts do not adequately determine the real status of the alerts before attempting to provide any
response. Thus they do not provide effective responses based on corresponding rigorous traffic analysis.
Thus they mistakenly respond to alerts that have significant false positives. This includes NAI [32, 31],
Realsecure [30], NetRanger [4], Blackice [29], NFR [33, 38], Netstat [48], STAT [47] and SWATCH
[12]. Similarly, IDS tools that attempt to provide some responses have limitations due to the specificity
or over-generalization of their model of the signature patterns. Thus, they are unable to determine the
real status of a wide variety of alerts. This includes Norton Internet Security [44], Intrusion Detection
Agent (IDA) [1], Intrusion Detection Alert [35], CITRA [9], IDIOT [26], INSA [46] and Ji Nao [21].
In summary, none of these detection tools and techniques provides feedback mechanisms along with
rigorous statistical analysis. Analysis of detection strategies for various traffic types indicate that both
anomaly and misuse detection are relevant.

3.3 Analysis of strategies for detection and response to different broadband at-
tacks

In order to generate appropriate responses to suspect packets at the perimeter, various strategies are
required for analysis and detection of different broadband attack types. Appropriate responses should
correspond to the various packet types whose attributes require analysis, prior to their development and
implementation. Attack types are now more complex due to the proliferation of applications and network
systems and their associated vulnerabilities [10, 22].

4 Architecture

4.1 Highly Sensitive Broadband Traffic Data Mining on Autonomous Network
Interfaces and the Internet

This involves strategic traffic interception, filtering and monitoring of broadband traffic on wireless,
Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Autonomous Networks and Internet Interfaces routers, VPNs and backbones. The
strategic response approach involves the prototype design for monitoring and filtering traffic for specific
attribute features of packets and malicious traffic from VPNs, firewalls and IDSs. The packets are di-
verted for analysis in the data mining analysis database hosts. An example of strategic architecture for
monitoring, filtering and data mining of highly sensitive information from multiple VPNs, firewalls and
IDS is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Data Mining of Highly Sensitive Data: Multiple VPNs, Firewall, IDS and Au-
tonomous Network Interfaces



This shows multiple firewall zones for local and remote sites within the VPN carrying broadband
traffic. The external traffic is separated from the internal network through the Private Internet Exchange
(PIX) firewall [6]. The firewall is placed in internal and external switch interfaces in the DMZ to isolate
the external traffic from the internal traffic. This includes multiple firewalls for local and remote sites
within the Virtual Private Network (VPN). The local and remote routers isolate traffic between the LANs,
MANs and WANs. The remote firewalls track access violations within these zones, while the local
firewalls trace and respond to attacks in the DMZ and the internal network.

5 Research Methods

The research method consists of developing new and effective embedded monitoring and filtering
detection mechanisms, techniques and countermeasures against evasive interception of highly sensitive
data, consisting of private, confidential and personally identifiable information for customers, consumers
and products at intermediary points of US Cyber critical infrastructures. Secondly, the specification
of new privacy definitions and control requirements in categories, subcategories and attribute types for
secure transmission against interception of highly sensitive data and to ensure that information flow of
highly sensitive data in complex systems comply with newly derived security and privacy policies and
procedures. Thirdly, the development of new and effective techniques for validation and verification of
effective implementation of these privacy specification controls based on new monitoring techniques for
enforcement of security and privacy controls transparency, auditability, traceability accountability and
traceability and cyber forensics and breaches assessments and notifications and preventions in critical
infrastructures, applications and databases.

5.1 Data Mining of Broadband Traffic in Autonomous and Cyber Networks

The autonomous networks route packets from broadband traffic and multiple backbone networks via
the Internet. However, these autonomous broadband networks also are vulnerable to attacks from hack-
ers. The multiple firewalls, subnets strategically isolated to divert traffic into different zones for analysis.
The additional backbones for the US Cyber networks supply further traffic to the VPN. Thus the addi-
tional traffic between the local site VPN, the remote VPN site and the remote Private LAN/WAN sites
is filtered using the “local firewall router” at each site. The cumulative traffic is diverted to the Data
Mining Database Hosts (DDH) for analysis and the results are sent to the IDS for responses based on
their statuses. This ensures that any hackers attempting to penetrate the local VPN using the remote sites
are denied access to the VPN. The additional remote traffic is controlled, segregated and filtered using
Cisco Secure Access Control Servers (ACS) [7] routers to prevent access to sensitive segments of the
internal VPNs.

5.2 Highly Sensitive Information Broadband Traffic Interception, Filtering and
Data Mining

This involves using multiple firewalls for local and remote sites within the Virtual Private Network
(VPN) to intercept, filter and perform hybrid data mining on broadband traffic. These critical segments of
network infrastructures include the VPN and the local sites, private networks within the VPN, including
local and remote sites in the VPN that share private data subnets, and thus unique private networks within
the VPN. Each subnet is designed with a range of IP addresses, corresponding subnet mask and default
gateway. These separate traffic for efficient log management and traceability of the packet as it traverses
multiple zones between source and destinations. It also prevents the packet from loading the network and
provides means for its isolation and analysis using packet filters for each zone. The packet from each zone



is diverted to the DDHs for analysis. Remote traffic to the VPN using the Cisco Access Server (AS5301)
via Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) [5] is diverted to the DDHs for analysis of
potential malicious traffic. This prevents malicious packets from using backdoor access to the internal
network through dial-up access or remote VPN firewall access. The traffic in the various zones and
VPN zones is analyzed through the DDHs for potential malicious packets. In order to provide efficient
management of the traffic volume, the patterns of the traffic are examined for similar packets using the
data mining techniques. These are used to filter similar patterns of traffic which are subsequently diverted
to the DDHs. This implies that the DDHs focus on examining new malicious traffic and the IDS filters
out any previously known patterns from its alert monitor. Thus repetitive well-known benign traffic is
filtered and permitted access to their destinations and known attacks are diverted to the IDS for denial of
access to their intended destinations. This strategy reduces traffic in the DDH hosts and enables efficient
management of packets entering or leaving the multiple zones of the network infrastructure.

6 Intelligent Broadband Infrastructure Protection Strategy for Highly Sensitive Data

We analyzed real broadband network traffic in a commercial environment consisting of Intrushield IDS
[32]. The experiment consists of alert data collection and analysis in a network environment comprising
the following architecture (see Figure 2). The IDS consists of Network Associates Intrushield (NAI),
“1-2600 IDS” [32] for detecting attacks from external traffic, located at the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ),
“IDS-DMZ”, and two main internal IDSs (NAI-I-4000 IDS), which detect internal attacks (IDS-4001
and 4002). The “1-2600 IDS” sensors monitor traffic at 600 megabits per second and the I-4000 IDS
sensors monitor traffic at 2 gigabits per second [32]. The alerts of suspicious traffic are monitored and
analyzed in the IDS management consoles: the Main IDS Management console (Mgt-01) and the backup
IDS console (Mgt-02). These alerts are stored in the IDS database of the DDH Attack Pattern Database
for further analysis. The internal Virtual Private Network (VPN), Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs)
and subnets are separated from external traffic by the DMZ Firewalls – Private Internet Exchange (PIX)
firewalls [6] and internal firewalls – Checkpoint FW-1 (CP Firewall); proxy servers, Internet Security
Acceleration (ISA) servers), routers, load balancers, gateways and switches at the perimeter. The IDS
logged over 100 gigabytes of 60 days of aggregated logs from the firewalls, IDSs, routers, load balancers,
gateways, switches, and application and data server logs. These were analyzed for benign traffic by
comparing them with the normal long-term characteristics in that network environment. The alerts were
analyzed for benign traffic by comparing them with the normal long-term characteristics in that network
environment. Analysis of the characteristics of the network traffic indicated a high number of false
positives because much of the suspect traffic was actually from benign hosts.

7 Steps in Experimental Methods: Data Mining Analysis including Classification, Clus-
tering, Genetic Algorithm, Pattern Generation and Analysis, Rule Induction and Sta-
tistical Analysis

Pre-processing and Formatting the Datasets: Selection and Sorting of Attack/Intrusion or Normal
Data
Data Selection: initially, about 10% of 100 Gigabyte of the data from commercial environment of VPNs
interfaces to broadband networks was selected at random for analysis. From this dataset, 40% was
selected at random as training set and the remaining 60% was used as the test set. None of the cases in
the training set was used for testing and vice-versa. Specific training cases were selected at random and
exported into SPSS software [42] and Rosetta toolset [18] for analysis.



7.1 Subcategories and Distinctive Attacks Attributes

The resultant summaries of the statistical analysis, correlations and commonly occurring attributes for
each subcategory. These distinctive features of attributes for the various subcategories were analyzed
to detect unknown attacks. A program was written to examine the efficiency and accuracies of the
subcategories.

7.2 Analysis of attack types, categories and subcategories

Suspect packets, both benign and malicious [2], are identified in terms of potential intrusion/attack
types, categories and subcategories [32]. Since connections may be abnormal, the traffic from the source
host that exhibits characteristics similar to these attacks can be isolated from the broadband network to the
quarantine channels for analysis. Different packet types require different responses, such as divergence
to hosts for Denial of Service (DOS) attacks [11] or responses from quarantine zone hosts with specific
responses for buffer overflow attacks.

7.2.1 Attack types and categories

The most current attack/intrusion types are as follows: statistical-anomaly, application-anomaly, protocol-
anomaly, multi-method-correlation, multi-flow-correlation, signature anomaly and threshold anomaly.
See Table 1 below for their definitions. The corresponding attack categories for the most current at-
tack/intrusion types are as follows: exploit, policy violation, reconnaissance and volume DOS and
DDOS. The suspicious attack types and categories are more accurately defined through their subcate-
gories. Since there are over 10,000 attacks with similar attributes [32], analysing their subcategories is
more effective for rapid identification and appropriate response.

Table 1. Attack types
Attack Detection Types Description Example

Statistical-anomaly A change in percentage Volume DOS Attacks

composition of traffic

flow – statistical changes,

e.g., Volume DOS attack.

Application-anomaly Differences in applications SMTP: Too Many Commands

codes, anomalies

Protocol-anomaly Abnormal protocols, contents RADIUS Buffer Overflow

headers and data segments

Multi-method-correlation Multiple methods RLOGIN buffer overflows

in correlated attacks

Multi-flow-correlation Multiple packets ICMP Host Sweep

in correlated attacks

Signature Attacks identified by string patterns BACKDOOR Windows Shell exploit

Threshold Attacks exceeding TCP Port Scan

typical threshold values

8 intelligent infrastructure protection strategy for highly sensitive data on Broadband
networks

We analyze real broadband network traffic in a commercial environment consisting of Intrushield IDS
[32]. The experiment consists of alert data collection and analysis in a network environment comprising



the following architecture (see Figure 2). The IDS consists of Network Associates Intrushield (NAI),
“1-2600 IDS” [32] for detecting attacks from external traffic, located at the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ),
“IDS-DMZ”, and two main internal IDSs (NAI-I-4000 IDS), which detect internal attacks (IDS-4001
and 4002). The “1-2600 IDS” sensors monitor traffic at 600 megabits per second and the I-4000 IDS
sensors monitor traffic at 2 gigabits per second [32]. The alerts of suspicious traffic are monitored and
analyzed in the IDS management consoles: the Main IDS Management console (Mgt-01) and the backup
IDS console (Mgt-02). These alerts are stored in the IDS database of the DDH Attack Pattern Database
for further analysis. The internal Virtual Private Network (VPN), Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs)
and subnets are separated from external traffic by the DMZ Firewalls – Private Internet Exchange (PIX)
firewalls [6] and internal firewalls – Checkpoint FW-1 (CP Firewall); proxy servers, Internet Security
Acceleration (ISA) servers), routers, load balancers, gateways and switches at the perimeter. The IDS
logged over 100 gigabytes of alerts in 60 days.

8.1 Applying Data Mining Techniques

Data Mining Techniques: The Data Mining Analysis involving Classification and Genetic Algorithm
[18, 49] in Pattern Analysis for known attacks. Rule Induction using C5.0 [40], K-means clustering
[13, 14] and the Genetic Algorithm for computing a fitness function [18, 49] were used for detection
and analysis of categories and subcategories of anomaly patterns. For detection of subtle and complex
attacks a Framework of Hybrid consisting of Rule Induction using Holte’s 1R rule [16] and Statistical
Analysis [17] were applied via the Rosetta toolset [18], followed by filtering for maximum support of
conditional attributes to increase accuracies. Various cases of attack and normal classes were selected at
random and algorithms were applied to each class type. This produces a set of decision rules or general
patterns via minimal attribute subsets that distinguish on a per object basis. This is followed by filtering
rules with maximum support for each class in order to obtain an optimum set of conditions for each
ruleset for an attack/normal class. This was followed by development of matrix - table of conditions for
each attribute in rulesets. Subsequently, for each attribute value if then rules were developed based on
the attribute values each conditional ruleset. A program was written using the conditional rules from
the Table (Matrix) of rulesets for each class of the specfied cases in the training data. Finally, there was
validation of the accuracies of detection of class types using test data. See summary of Results in Table 2.

9 Preliminary Research and Results

The preliminary research results for detection accuracies using various data mining techniques are
shown in Table 2.

The difference between a statistical anomaly and an exceeded threshold is that the statistical anomaly
results in the pattern of traffic being abnormal to the normal patterns or values, such as the rate of normal
traffic for TCP or UDP sessions directed to specific interfaces or IP addresses and subnets in a particular
amount of time. This consists of multiple statistical factors deviating from the normal expected pattern.
On the other hand, an exceeded threshold refers to a specifically pre-defined volume or quantity, such as
the limit for acceptable levels of protocols that can be considered tolerable in a network. An example is
a pre-defined amount of ICMP packets per second that can be defined for a network.

9.1 Statistical Techniques for Detecting Complex and Unknown Attacks

The statistical techniques in this experiment involve statistical cross-correlation and analysis of rele-
vant and critical attribute features in categories and subcategories of attack types. This was followed by
statistical isolation of distinctive attribute features and pattern analysis of various attack subcategories.



Table 2. Results: Data Mining Techniques Accuracies Summary
Data Mining Technique Number

of Cases
Training Accura-
cies

Number of
Cases

Testing Accuracy

K-means Clustering 34,035 94.83% 47,050 92.74%

Cubits/C5.0 Rule Induction 40,470 92.69% 79,013 90.58%

1R Rule Induction 45,471 91.78% 79,618 90.21%

Hybrid 1R Rule Induction and Fil-
tering for Maximum Support

2,422,535 99.90% 3,334,037 99.89%

Application of Hybrid to Real IDS
Datasets-Application Security Fea-
tures

11,289 97.97% 21,423 99.88%

Application of Hybrid to Real Fire-
wall Datasets- Network Security
Features

10,746 100.00% 14,392 99.97%

Correlation of Real IDS Datasets
and Firewalls Security Features

18,465 99.16% 29,700 98.51%

Application of Hybrid to Real TCP
Attack Flags Security Protocol Fea-
tures

11,650 100.00% 21,500 100.00%

Application of Hybrid to Real In-
truders Network Patterns

2,422,535 99.90% 3,334,037 99.89%

Application of Hybrid Correlation of
Statistical Anomaly and Signature
Detection Analysis

80.400 99.73% 153,515 99.57%

The resulting model from the training sample of frequencies and occurrences of unique characteristics
for subcategories of attacks used to identify unknown attacks in the test sample. The statistical corre-
lation of categories and detection mechanism indicates that highest category is policy violation which
consists largely of the signature detection mechanism, followed by protocol anomaly. See Figure 2.
Although multi-flow correlation- reconnaissance is second highest to signature-policy violation attacks,
overall, the exploits category exceeds the reconnaissance category, which comprises application and pro-
tocol anomalies and signature attacks. This is because exploits are major attacks while reconnaissance
are preliminary probings. Volume DOS, comprising statistical anomalies, is the lowest attack category,
since its effect is mostly disruption of service rather than gaining access to private data.

10 Research Agenda

The general plan of work of this robust research is on critical US Cyber infrastructures protection
involving the development of new approaches for secure transmission of highly sensitive data, carry-
ing private, confidential and personally identifiable and customer and product class. The plan of work
includes research, analysis, monitoring, evaluation, and reporting and development of effective security
and privacy controls for transferring highly sensitive, private confidential customer and product involving
secure transmission and verification US Cyber traffic as follows:

1. Development of new Cyber privacy controls transmission of highly sensitive data including trust-
worthy transaction processing, security policy specification, and discovery and implementation
validation.

2. Development of embedded secure cyber monitoring, detection and response software filtering for
counter measures against interception of highly sensitive data, carrying private, confidential and
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personally identifiable and customer and product class information at intermediary points .

3. Filtering of interesting cyber packets, using correlation and aggregation of analysis of interception
of autonomous backbone traffic.

4. Analysis and validation and verification of secure cyber transmission verification highly sensitive
data for data protection, privacy and security controls.

5. Assessment of Secure Transmission Data Transmission over Shared Autonomous Networks, Mul-
tiple VPNs using same autonomous networks and Shared servicesdedicated lines and secure trans-
mission control.

6. Data Mining of Astute Interception of Shared cyber and VPN traffic for anomaly and malicious
patterns for automated responses.

7. Generation of new automatic of cyber security configurations and responses from abstract security
policies and control specifications for international data transfer controls.

8. Specifications of security and privacy for international data transfer traceability of autonomous,
Regional and US Cyber Networks, Routers, Backbone, VPN, WAN interfaces, including Extranets
and Internets.

9. Testing and validation of effectiveness of new approaches against cyber eavesdropping and cir-
cumvention security and privacy specifications of highly sensitive data transfer traceability.

10. Development of effective cyber privacy and security controls responses for US cyber transmission
and security vulnerabilities and attacks and Interception security and privacy specifications for
international data transfer controls.

10.1 Design of Activities

The design of activities to be undertaken include developing new embedded cyber monitoring and
filtering detection mechanisms for interesting patterns of data flow, normal and anomaly patterns of
data transfers and attack patterns for countermeasures against evasive interception of highly sensitive
data, consisting of private, confidential and personally identifiable information for customers, consumers
and products at intermediary points of cyber critical infrastructures. This includes specifications for
new privacy definitions and control requirements in categories, subcategories and attribute types for
secure transmission against interception of highly sensitive data and to ensure that information flow of
highly sensitive data in complex systems comply with newly derived security and privacy policies and
procedures.

11 Research, Education and Dissemination Timeline

11.1 Year 1: Effective evasive and intelligent attacks facing cyber security and
protection

In the first year, research, education and dissemination will consists of analysis, of current effective
solutions to the evasive and intelligent attacks facing cyber security and protection. The research consists
of developing new and effective embedded monitoring and filtering detection mechanisms, techniques
and countermeasures against evasive interception of highly sensitive data, consisting of private, confi-
dential and personally identifiable information for customers, consumers and products at intermediary



points of US cyber critical infrastructures. The research will examine and develop specifications for new
privacy definitions and control requirements in categories, subcategories and attribute types for secure
transmission against interception of highly sensitive data and to ensure that information flow of highly
sensitive data in complex systems comply with newly derived security and privacy policies and proce-
dures. This involves the development of new and effective techniques for validation and verification of
effective implementation of these privacy specification controls based on new monitoring techniques for
enforcement of security and privacy controls transparency, auditability, traceability accountability and
traceability and cyber forensics and breaches assessments and notifications and preventions in critical
infrastructures, applications and databases.

11.2 Year 2: Effective design of network and application security techniques and
controls cybersecurity

In the second year research, education and dissemination comprises effective design of network and
application security techniques and controls for cybersecurity. This involves data acquisition on security
parameters and configurations of complex network infrastructure architectures in commercial environ-
ments network topologies, interfaces, routing paths, tables, packet filters, access controls, etc. The ag-
gregated logs will include data and application server logs, monitoring tools, including firewalls, IDS,
aggregated systems. This will include data mining analysis using normal and anomaly detection using
classification, clustering, rule-induction, genetic algorithms to distinguish between anomaly and normal
traffic. Detection of patterns of astute attacks and design categories of automated responses to various
classes of attack within data-intensive applications over evasive complex infrastructures. This will in-
clude analysis of code security vulnerabilities and attacks, prediction of paths of a complex attack and
remediation response against such astute cyber attacks using both real-time and off-line analysis and
intelligent humans-in-the-loop administrative controls and cross-layer responses for multiple categories,
subcategories and features of malicious attacks and subversive attacks. The responses will include effi-
cient and effective combination of automated responses and management of security mechanisms across
a complex systems for updating security configurations and parameters and security controls using cor-
related and synchronized updates in firewalls, intrusion detection, prevention, monitoring and response
systems against all classes cyber of attacks. This response will include security mechanisms adapted to
the usability and skill levels of multiple user classes: average and skilled users, operators, administrators,
forensic experts, research analysts, etc. This will be combined with effective responses to current and
emerging complex attacks, using dynamic dispatch of security-enhancement measures and architectures,
and integration of response security responses for various thresholds of attacks in multi-protocols of
infrastructures hosting data-intensive applications across the Internet.

11.3 Year 3: Managing privacy, confidentiality and identity of highly sensitive
data flow on US Broadband and Cyber Networks

In the third year research, education and dissemination will consist of analysis of current effective
solutions for managing privacy, confidentiality, and identity in cyberspace for information flow in US
and complex systems and the Internet. The research will examine and provide solutions for the dilemma
of communication in cyberspace that requires identity and certain degree of disclosure of personal in-
formation. This research will analyze broadband networks and web services that have become more
pervasive and the types of collection and inference of personal information and the new problems for
privacy preservation and the major challenge of security issues and privacy concerns. This includes
analysis, research, design and specifications of security, trust and privacy in critical national infrastruc-
tures, applications, customer and consumer data, databases, mobile and sensor applications, data min-



ing, web services, digital libraries, in various industries including healthcare, medical, finance, bank-
ing, transportation, e-government and e-commerce, etc. The research will examine security and privacy
for data-intensive applications, including US and geospatially interconnected systems and broadband
networks, where data contents of personal identifiable information, identity class, customer class, etc.
impose unique security requirements and introduce trade-offs between security and performance. The
responses will include efficient and effective combination of automated responses and management of
security mechanisms across a complex systems for updating security configurations and parameters and
security controls using correlated and synchronized updates in firewalls, intrusion detection, prevention,
monitoring and response systems against all classes cyber of attacks. This response will include security
mechanisms adapted to the usability and skill levels of multiple user classes: average and skilled users,
operators, administrators, forensic experts, research analysts, etc. This will be combined with effective
responses to current and emerging complex attacks, using dynamic dispatch of security-enhancement
measures and architectures, and integration of response security responses for various thresholds of at-
tacks in multi-protocols of infrastructures for security, privacy, confidentiality, and identity in cyberspace.
The research method will include assessments of real datasets that have been anonymized. The analysis
for patterns and classes of private and sensitive data will involve data mining techniques including a com-
bination of various algorithms from rule induction, classification, clustering, genetic algorithms, neural
networks and other artificial intelligence techniques etc. These will be used to examine privacy-specific
and privacy-related feature attribute sets of categories, classes subclasses and types data requiring unique
security and privacy controls and specifications across federated or distributed systems. The datasets
will include anonymized datasets from integrated data clusters, applications and databases hosting highly
sensitive, confidential data with privacy and security requirements across international borders. The data
mining analysis will be applied to feature significant attributes of data classes, subclasses of metadata
content fields, sizes, parameters, and type of contents. These will be rated terms in proportion to the risks
and requirements for US security and privacy regulatory compliance for both private and public sectors,
including multi-national companies. This will result in the design of security control mechanisms in-
cludes new security, privacy, on to need-to-validate adequate effective controls for security and privacy.
The method for responses to security breaches will include automatic generation of security configura-
tions from policy specifications and validation and verification that information flow in complex systems
comply with security and privacy policies. This will include measuring, modeling, analyzing, and vali-
dating system trust properties, such as the determination of the extensive efforts required by hackers to
defeat security and privacy features.

11.4 Security Specifications for Privacy, Confidentiality and Identity in Cyber
Trust for US Cyber standards

The final response and security responses will include specifications for various classes and definitions
of Privacy, Confidentiality, and Identity in Cyber Trust for US Cyber standards, and framework devel-
opment. The final outcome will provide specifications for research areas of naming schemes for privacy
and confidentiality; information hiding, anonymity and accountability, transparency; group identity and
individual identity, privacy-enabling and disabling technologies; privacy policy monitoring; privacy and
privacy-related metrics, integrated adaptable security solutions that combines verification and validation
of identity and privacy; formal logics languages, models and methods for specifying and reasoning about
privacy. These will include transformation of sensitive data and prevention of its association with partic-
ular individuals and utility of the data for research purposes. The transformation methods include generic
and application-dependent for deducing ability of transformation methods to preserve utility and prevent
the disclosure of sensitive data. Refer to example in Figure 1: Sample Classification Scheme for Trans-
fer of Highly Sensitive Metadata consisting of Personally Identifiable Information Across International



Borders.

11.5 New Classification Scheme of Highly Sensitive Data with Sample

New classification scheme for highly sensitive data for classes, subclasses, and field attributes for
metadata and transfers and Master Data Management (MDM) across international borders across critical
US infrastructures including Personally Identifiable Information (PII), Non-Public Personal Information
(NPI), Health Patient Information (HPI), Customer, Consumer and Product data. See preliminary spec-
ifications of Security and Privacy for Highly Sensitive Data in Table 3 and examples of Privacy and
Confidentiality attribute classifications in Table 4.

Table 3. New Classification Scheme for International Transfer Highly Sensitive Metadata
Confidentiality

New Classification Traditional Classifica-
tion

Integrity Privacy and Security

New Highly Sensitive
Metadata Classifica-
tion

Sensitive Data Classifi-
cation

Data Accu-
racy

Privacy and Security
Controls

Strictly Confidential Strictly Confidential Very High Very High

Internal Group Confi-
dential

Confidential High Vital

Use Only - Internal Internal Medium Sensitive

Not Applicable Public Domain Low Less Sensitive

Table 4. Examples of New Classification Scheme for International Transfer Highly Sensitive
Metadata Confidentiality

Confidentiality Categories of MDM Confidentiality Classification
Permission to View Data Examples of Customer and Personal Information

Top Confidentiality, Extremely Content
Sensitive, Meta Data, Subclass Attributes

Social Security Nos., Drivers Licenses, Credit Cards,
Bank Accounts, Passports, Date of Birth

Strictly Confidential Supervisor IDs, Medical IDs, Unique IDs, etc.

Internal Group Confidential Home Address, Group IDs,

Use Only - Internal Company e-mail addresses, Phone

Use Only - Internal Names, Biographies (Confidentiality based on coun-
tries, states)

This will result in specifications, design and development of effective security features for applica-
tions, databases and critical infrastructures that transfer highly sensitive data in the presence of attacks
more complex and disruptive than those currently observed across US Cyber and interfacing broadband
networks to the Internet.
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